April 17, 2018

To Providers transitioning to Vesta® EVV,
The Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) released an official notice on March 22, 2018
stating that its contract with MEDsys will not be renewed on November 6, 2018. DataLogic Software,
Inc. has been tasked with implementing a plan to assist providers with the transition to Vesta® EVV to
ensure that they remain compliant with EVV requirements.
For the past 23 years, DataLogic has provided software services for Texas Medicaid agencies. During
that time, we have gained a great deal of respect for the work that Texas Providers do in delivering
much needed assistance for the aged and disabled citizens of Texas.
There have been many challenges for Provider agencies through the years. DataLogic understands the
impact this transition will have, and we are committed to minimizing the burdens while making the
process as smooth as possible.
Over the past year, DataLogic has doubled our datacenter infrastructure and staffing in preparation for
other states that are now mandated to implement EVV by the 21st Century Cures Act. With these
investments, DataLogic is prepared to transition all Texas providers to Vesta® EVV over the next few
months.
DataLogic has also developed advancements in software features that are being piloted in conjunction
with HHSC. These pilots and features include the GPS Mobile App, the Electronic SAD (eSAD) process
which eliminates the need for client signatures and the MCO Authorization pilot which provides daily
MCO authorization updates directly into the Vesta® EVV system.
Our goal is straightforward: to ensure all Provider agencies complete a successful transition to Vesta®
EVV before November 2018. The Vesta® EVV website has links to instruct Provider agencies on how to
initiate the transition process, and how to register for Vesta® EVV online training or Vesta® Tour of Texas
Regional Workshops. Many Provider agencies have begun the process already.
The Vesta® EVV website is: www.vestaevv.com
If your Provider Agency uses a Third-Party or In-House Software system, DataLogic will provide an
interface that allows integration between your system and Vesta® EVV.
DataLogic is fortunate to have a dedicated team with decades of experience in Texas Medicaid and EVV,
ready to assist with the transition process. We are all looking forward to the opportunity to work with
you and your staff in the coming months.
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